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Sustainability has always been called a wicked problem and gender 
inequality is one too (Rittel and Webber 1973). Both require systemic 
transdisciplinary and collaborative approaches by designers who are 
creative and powerful beyond what they currently believe and feel. This 
talk is an opportunity to bring some of my thinking together about 
methods, tools, and the way we can enact change towards new systems. 
At ccd we’ve always been a predominantly female team and the values in 
the shemakes project are aligned with what has been embedded in our 
work. It’s been very much about building a community of change-makers 
in an academic setting, to tackle climate issues through textile research 
projects.

Systemic design is the space where we can take a systems practice — let’s 
say as a textile designer — and use systems thinking to create a picture 
of broader change. Systemic design is an orientation — not a discipline. 
You go in as the expert in your area — natural dyeing, wool, heat transfer 
printing — you are the expert in that area and you work with the creation 
of the systems, the sharing of the knowledge in order to understand the 
interconnectedness, the flows (Meadows 1999, 2008).

Participatory design and co-design (McKercher 2022) are approaches 
that shemakes has excelled in. Instead of designing for people, you are 
designing with people. When we design with people, we stand a chance of 
arriving at products, systems, and services which are more useful, needed, 
and maybe more equitable too. In transition design (Irwin 2015), we work 
more in line with the location, community, and natural world. We may do 
scenario development or speculative design (Dunne & Raby 2013) because 
it is important that, as designers and creators, we show what currently isn’t 
possible or happening. We need to show new futures to speculate — to imagine 
and dream — to show how things could be, because we can’t accept what 
we’ve got. We all still need textiles and clothes but there’s a space for 
female designers where speculative design can be powerful. 

I think we are on the cusp of a moment where this is going to become 
more and more important. Some brilliant work to look at is Fashion 
Fictions — a project where you can take part in designing future worlds 
(Twigger Holroyd 2021).

Becky Earley is Professor of Circular Design Futures, Co-founder of 
Centre for Circular Design, Co-founder of World Circular Textiles Day 
2050, and Advisor to the shemakes Project & Transfer Lab Lead.

Centre for 
Circular
Design (ccd) was 
established in 2017 
and is based at 
Chelsea College of 
Arts, University of the 
Arts London. CCD 
focuses on design 
research for circular 
materials, models 
and mindsets, and 
aims to accelerate 
the transition towards 
designing for a 
circular future where 
textiles, materials, 
and things are 
designed, produced, 
used, and disposed of 
in radical new ways.
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I believe that shemakes has shown us that there’s a real potential for a 
female-led systemic theory of change. Theory of change is about single and 
subsequent actions we might take as designers, and the resulting impacts 
and structures we might go on to create. Systemic theory of change takes 
this further, beyond a series of isolated boxes — individual actions — and 
recognizes and values the interconnections and intersections (Murphy & 
Jones 2020). 

I believe that female designers have strong natural curiosity and skills in 
exploring these interconnections and intersections. I firmly believe that, 
as female designers and makers, we have a set of underused skills which I 
think are key to creating the kind of change that the industry and culture 
needs. 

Complexity – understanding the intersections 
at the beginning of a process

At ccd, Dr Rosie Hornbuckle focuses on complex design collaboration. Her 
job is about understanding the ecosystem of the project or the ambition 

Gender Visions, shemakes workshop at 
ccd, London (April 2022), led by Sanne 
Visser and Marilena Georgantzi
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that we’ve got, how materials can make a difference — like a boundary 
object — and where the blind spots of knowledge are, who’s not involved, 
who’s not drawn in or not being noticed by us, and how do they need 
us to talk to them (Hornbuckle 2021). For our work in shemakes, we were 
able to look at the circular wool potential in the UK and draw together 
diverse perspectives from academia. We also took the ideas to the Design 
Research Society (drs) event in Bilbao, where we did a workshop which was 
about bringing diversity and inclusivity into future circular fashion textile 
design projects.

Compassion – seeing and caring 
about all intersecting perspectives

Put simply, we can’t put the same expectations and measures on everybody. 
The way in which things are set up — the key performance indicators 
and the evaluation of different scenarios that people have in terms of 
careers — needs to shift. We need to redesign the way that the funding, the 
projects, and the job descriptions work ; and I think we need more women 
involved in rewriting this , bringing compassion and community back to 
the heart of the work that needs doing.

Courage – making change happen 
when forces may be against you

We’re often not recognizing the fact that we really need to be working 
more with women and girls on being more courageous. It’s about 
understanding that it’s okay that you feel unconfident — but it’s not your 
fault. It is the context, and for lots of reasons we all need to become more 
courageous. I’m choosing my words really carefully here ! 

Ask yourself : in this project, what fears did you overcome, and what fears 
do you still need to overcome ? I think we can all be leaders in our own 
way and if we can just understand what’s holding us back and what you’re 
frightened of, you will actually unveil all the real opportunities for growth 
and change, and your own idea of success.
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LABS

Centre for Circular Design
University of the Arts London - UK
circulardesign.org.uk

Decode Fabrication Laboratory - 
Greece - decodefablab.com

Fab Lab León - Spain
fablableon.org

FarmLab.at - Austria
farmlabat.wordpress.com

Green Fabric - Belgium
greenfabric.be

IAAC | Fab Lab Barcelona - Spain
fablabbcn.org

Le Textile Lab - France 
letextilelab.com

Lottozero textile laboratories - Italy
lottozero.org

Makesense - France - makesense.org

Onl’Fait - Switzerland - onlfait.ch

REDU - Romania - redu.org

RogLab - Rog Centre Creative Hub - 
Slovenia - center-rog.si

Textile Prototyping Lab (TPL) - 
Germany - textileprototypinglab.com

TextileLab Waag - Netherlands
waag.org/en/lab/textilelab

The Icelandic Textile Center, 
TextileLab - Iceland - textilmidstod.is

VIVA Lab - Portugal - vivalabporto.com

VIVISTOP Užupis - Lithuania
vivistopuzupis.lt

ZIPHOUSE Fashion Innovation Hub - 
Moldova - ziphouse.utm.md

COMPANIES

Flod - Italy - flod.it

Matrix - Germany - matrix-gruppe.de

Tavistock Institute - Germany 
tavinstitute.org

Cedecs-TCBL - France 
cedecs-tcbl.com

PEOPLE

Adina Orboi, Ambassador - Romania
Adrian Torres, Ambassador - Spain
Adriana Cabrera, Guru, Innovation Manager - Germany
Alexandra Florea, Ambassador, Creative Director at ISAI - Romania, Italy
Alexandra Korey, Communications Partner at Flod - Italy
Anastasia Pistofidou, Guru, Architecture - Spain
Andrea Wolf-Simone, Ambassador, Concept Creator - Switzerland, Lithuania
Andreea Sofronea, Guru, Performing & Theatre Arts, Fashion - Romania
Aurélie Mossé, Advisor, Director of the Soft Matters group at Ensad Lab - France
Beatriz Sandini, Guru, Business Administration - Netherlands
Bill Macbeth, Advisor - UK
Blanca, Ambassador - Spain
Camille Le Gal, Ambassador, Co-founder of Fairly Made - France
Capucine Robert, Ambassador - France
Carla, Ambassador - Spain, Portugal
Carolina Tulgara, Ambassador - Moldova
Cecilia Raspanti, Guru - Netherlands
Daniela Toccafondi, Advisor, Director of Prato Futura - Italy
Diane Wakim, Ambassador, Computer Science Engineer - Belgium, France, Switzerland
Elvys Sandu, Guru - Romania
Frédérique Thureau, Responsible Innovation Consulting, Head of Cedecs-TCBL - France
Gabriela Macoveiu, Advisor, Director of RDA NE - Romania
Grace Jun, Advisor, CEO at Open Style Lab, Professor - USA
Irene Caretti, Ambassador, Designer & Maker - Austria, Netherlands
Ista Boszhard, Waag TextileLab - Netherlands
Jessica Stanley, Ambassador, E-textile Researcher - Slovenia, Netherlands
Jooyoung Park, Ambassador - Germany
Kerstin Junge, Tavistock Institute - UK, Germany
Lucia, Ambassador - Greece, Spain
Lucija Jankovec, Ambassador - Slovenia
Marilena Georgantzi, Ambassador - UK, Romania
Marion Real, Guru, Systemic Design Researcher - Spain
Marjana Raspor, Ambassador - Slovenia
Marte Hentschel, Advisor, CEO, Sqetch - Germany, Netherlands
Maurane Montreau, Ambassador - France
Melanie Martin, Ambassador - France, Moldova
Nuria Robles, Guru, Mechanical Engineering - Spain
Petra Garajova, Ambassador, Designer - Spain, Iceland
Rebecca Earley, Advisor, Co-founder of the Centre for Circular Design - UK
Rita Perdigão, Ambassador - Portugal
Sanne Visser, Ambassador - UK
Shannon Sykes, Guru - Switzerland
Silvia Brandi, Advisor, CEO, Atlas of the Future - Austria
Silvia Piantini, Ambassador - Italy
Tasneem Hussain, Ambassador, Electrical and Electronics Engineer - Spain, Germany
Valeria Valotto, Advisor, Head of Public Affairs & Fundraising, VP Progetto Quid - Italy
Victor Senave, Guru, Entrepreneurship - France

Empowering future female 

innovators of the sustainable 

fashion industry through 

inspiration, skills and networks
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WELCOMING

in textile & clothing and beyond

The environmental challenges that our planet is facing require 

a long-term vision and, to respond to its present threats, an 

innovative and diverse community of creative minds. In particular 

in textile & clothing (T&C) where the biggest challenge is a 

recruitment crisis, attracting competent people. The difficulty 

comes from the prejudices and stereotypes hidden in the 

dominant environment. Nevertheless, if women were employed 

at their level of capacity, European gdp would increase by 3.3 

points instead of stagnating. Do women have to adapt to 

this environment or does it need to change to accommodate 

different people and working methods ?

This book gives voice — through a series of texts signed by 

European experts and illustrated with eloquent graphics — to the 

shemakes project and its network of T&C Labs that showcase 

their local innovations. Creative women who 

challenge current practices, break the rules, 

and collaborate to design a better future.

FLASH THIS QR-CODE

to download this book in English, French, Greek, Italian, Spanish


